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-'>This thesis presents an analysis of stoch~stic duels in-· 
volving two opposing weapon systems with constant rates of 
fire. The duel was dev~loped as a stationary Markov chain 
with stochastic matrices of transition probabilities con-
structed f:com the single shot kill probabilities of the 
~·- ---
weapon S~{S terns. A comparison was made of the presented 
Markov chain analysis results with results. from other ac-
cepted conditional probability methods. As expected, this 
comparison established the validity of the Markov chain anal-
ysis and indicated advantages of the Markov· chain approach in 
analysis of discrete process stochastic auels. The analysis 
was then extended to the two versus one duel where the three 
weapon systems were assumed to have fixe1 rates of fire. () 
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! ., INTRODUC'rION 
A. BACKGROUND 
The thP-ory -of stochar-.t,ic duels has been developed in 
order to evaluate tl1e pro'.,ability of a weapon system sur-
viving ·an <:mgagement with anothe .. weapon system. The ~ffect 
of weapon system parameters, such as ~ingle shot kill proba·· 
bilities, rate of fire, and tact:.ial (time) advantage can 
be determined in the analysis of these duels. 
Joseph J. Schodcrbeck (1962) and Trevor:Williams and 
c. J. Anck;r, Jr. (1963) developed the basic theory of the 
stoch(lStic duel and the "fundamental duel" was defined as 
fc;>llows: 
l. Two comb .tantsr· A and B, fir.ed at each other until 
one was killed. 
2. The time between rounds fired was either a constant 
or a random variable of known but different density function 
for each combatant. 
3·. Each combatant had a different· ~nown but fixed single 
shot kill probability. 
4. The duel began with each combatant having. unlimited 
anununition supplies. 
s. Both combatants had unlimited time in which to score 
a kill. 
6. A tactical ·{time} advantage in firing the first shot 
was assigned to one of the combatants. 
4 
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Since the first development of stochastic duel theory in 
1962, many extensions to the theory hu.ve evolved. Analysis 
·of .weapon system duels constrained by anununi tion limits, time 
limits, or varying single shot kill probabilities has b~en 
accomplish·~d6 Also, distributions of N1e time to kill and of 
the number of rounds f.1.red have been determi.)i:\d. In addition 
two-versus-one duels and two-versus-two duels have been de-
veloped. As more combatants participate in .the duel, it was 
shown that the results were in keeping with Lanchester models. 
The objective of this thesis was to analyze the "fund~-
mental duel" involving fixed time between firings, using 
stationary Markov chains. As expected the Markov process 
analysis was shown to !:>e equiyalent to the conditional proba-
bility methods. But in the Markov analysis of the stochastic 
duel, there existed advantages over other analysis methods 
that are indicated in Sec:tion II. Finally, the Markov anal-
ysis was extended to the two-v~rsus-one duel where all three 
weapon systems were assumed to have fixed rates of fire. 
B. PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED ANALYSIS 
Stochastic duels have been ~nalyzed utilizing conditional 
probability methods. Schoderbeck [Ref. l] was first respons-
ible ~or the analysis of the fupdarnental duel involving fixed 
time between firings. A s'ummary of his analysis is presented 
below. 
A (friendly force) and B (enemy force) each possessed a 
single weapon system with single shot kill probabilities PA 
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Let a = time between A's firings. 
b = time b:etween B's fil:ings. 
It was assumed tht\t at time, t~o, A fired his first shot 
at B and that sometime·, 1.:...-~r, T, B returned fire. Also, it 
was assunmd ~bat a=b, that T<-a, and that each firing was c;tn 
independent event. Then the firing sequence looked like that 
depicted in Fig. 1. 
+a-' 
A x x ;x x 
time 
~-T+ +b+ 
B x ;x :x:--x 
t=O 
Figure 1. - Firing Sequence of· A and B. 
Let Pr[A(t0 )] = Prob[A was alive and B was dead 
at time t=t ] and 
0 
Pr[ A ( oo) ] = lim t + 00Pr[A(t0 )]. 0 
Considered first was t:'.~ interval a<t
0
<a+T. Within this 
interval there was thg p~ssibility that 
a) A fired exactly two times. 
b) B fired exactly one time. 
Thus A was alive and B was dead if and only if 
a) B was killed on A's ~irst 13hot (so d~d not fire 
a shot), or 
b} B missed with his one shot and was killed by A's 
second shot. 
But, Pr[B was killed on A's first shot] = 
Pr[B missed with his first shot an~ was killed with 






Then considered was the interval a+T<t <2a+T. In this 
0 
interval there was the possibility that 
a) A fired exactly t!hree shots. 
b) B fired exactly two shots. 
And here A was alive and D was dead if and only if 
a) B did not fire at all (killed by A's first shot), 
or b) B fired once, missed, and was killed by A's second 
shot, or 
c) B fired twice, missed twice, and was killed by A's 
third shot~ 
But, Pr(B ,d1d not fire at all} = 
P~[B fired once, missed, and was killed by A's second shot] 
= (1-p ) (1-q ),p = A B A 
~ 
Pr[B fired twice, missed twice, and was killed by A's 
2 2 third shot] = (1-pA) (1-pB) {1-pA) (1-pB)PA = qAqBpA 
2 2 Hence, P~[A(t0)] = pA+qAqBpA+qA qB PA for a+T<t0 <2a+T 
By induction then for the interval {n-l)a+T<t
0
<na+T 
P~[A(-to)] = pA+pA {qAqB)+pA {qAqB) 2+• • •+pA {qAqB)n 
{I.;.l) 






'-''!'!,/)'---- - . 
= 0 
Ancker and- Williams [Ref. 2) developed a method for a.nal-
yzing the fundamental duel with fixed firing rates, whe:ce 
a~b but •.r=O. A summary of their analysis is presented below. 
a The ratio lJ was assumed to be a r.ational number and if 
a and b contain~d a common factor_, this ratio was reduced to 
a/e where a and a were_ relatively prime. integers. 
Let n = the largest number of times -e was contained 
in a. 
Let r = the remainder when S was divided into a, then 
a=ne+r. 
Let P{A) = Pr{A won the duel) = Pr{A was alive, B was 
dead). Then A won on the jth shot if he missed B on his first 
'1 ht dhdh't h' .th d h'l B' d 'th J--. s o s an a 1 on is J roun , w 1 e . . misse wi 
his first k rounds where k~[j(a/e)l and 
[X] = largest int.!:iger less than or equal to x. 
Then t.he probability tnat A won the duel was 
p {A) = 
= 
00 
p l q j~lq jn+[j{r/S)l 





-C. APPLICATIONS OF STOCHASTIC DUELS 
As analytical formulations of combat operations, \ stocha!:.-
tic duelr. are of great value in providing insight for the 
design of new weapon systems in advanced time frames. 
Stochastic duels lend themselves easily t6 parametric anal-
ysis. By varying parameters such as single shot kill proba·-
bilities or~iring rates, it is possible using this a~alysis 
to determine tradeoffs between vol\:1me of fire versus ·accuracy 
of fire. 
The military can apply the analysis of stochastic duels 
to missile sites, artillery, torpedoes, and most other weap:m 
systems. Using realistic paramcte1:s, the survival proba-
bilities can be determ~nea in enga9ements with enemy weapon 
systems. 
Ana~ysis of duels involving fixed times between firings 
can also be compared with analysis of duels involving random_ 
times between firings, using the same :parameter values. This 
comparison, could yield useful information concern'ing the 
c;rcumstances where a fixed rate of fire· was more effective 
th.an a· wi.riable rate of !-ire. 
Section II contains the presentation of the stationary 
Markov chain analysis of the fixed rate of fire stochastic 
duel. This method was verified also in Section II by com-
paring results with conditional probability analysis results 
which were presented in this Section. Examples of Markov 





Section III presented an extension of the analysis to 
the two-versus-one duel, including an example. 
The conclusions reached after the analysis, and recom-





II. STOCHASTIC DUEL - FIXED RATES OF PIRP. 
A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARKOV CHAIN MODEL 
A and B represented two combata.nts, each possessing one 
weapon system. The weapon systems\ respective single shot 
k~ll. probabilities were pA and pB. Further, it was assumed 
that both A and B fired at a fixed rate so that a and b 
represented the respective times between firings (ia seconds) 






A's rate of fire (shots/min.) 
B 1 s rate of fire (shots/min.) 
It was ass~med also that both a and b were rational numbers 
and that A had an arbitrary tactical time advantage, T (sec-
onds ). • Tb.~~: 
A fired his first shot at time, t=O, and 
B fired his first shot at time, t=T. 
Ar then, fired his j*th shot at time 
tAj* = ~(j*-1) 
and B fired his kth shot at t~me 
tBk = T+b(k-1) 
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Figure 2. Time Relation Between A and B's Firings 
At any time in the process, the duel was in one of four 
possible states: 
STATE 1: A was alive; B was alive 
STATE 2,: · A was alive; B was dead 
STATE 3~ A was dead; B was alive 
STATE 4: A was dead; B was dead 
It was noted that STATE 4 occurred only if A and B fired 
simultaneously. Whenever A or B (or both) fired, the duel 
underwent a transiti~n from one state to another. Transition 
matrices- associated with the three possib+e occurrences that 
could cause a transition from one state to another are in the 
form of the following: 
1) A only fired 
r:A PA 
0 0 
1 0 0 
PA = 
0 1 0 
\ 0, 0 0 1 
2) B only fired 
qB 0 PB 0 
0 1 0 .o 
PB = 
0 0 1 0 




... ,~. -· -· ·----·· -~~ ........ ,---~-~-------~---
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3) A and B fired simultaneously 
0 1 0 ,Q 
PAB = 
0 0 1 0 
9 0 0 1 
where qA = 1-pA and qB = 1-p B 
The initial state vector at the beginning of the duel was 
P0 =(1,0,0,0) since the duel was alw~ys in STATE 1 (A and B 
both alive) at the outset. After m transitions, ·however, 
the state vector was represented by 
= p •Pl •P2 • .p 
o • • • m 
where Pi,i=l,2,•••,m was PA' P,B' or PAB depending on the fir-
ing sequence. This firing sequence was in turn dependent 
upon. T, AA, and AB. 
-
To compute Pm' the number of times A fired in the period 
[O,T] first had to be determined. This was done as follows: 
Set tAj* = or 
a(j*-1) = T , and solved for j* 
j* = ! + 1 and if [j*] indicated the greatest a 
integer leSS than j* t then j ~ (j*] = c! + l] repre-
sented the number of times A ~ired in the period [O,T]. Then, 
= 
where 
- j P ,p •P. 1 •P. 2 • •P for J'<m o A J+ J+ ••• m 







depending on firing sequence derived from AA and AB' Also 
beginning with Pj+l the sequences of matrices were periodic 
as shown below: 
A fired his (j+l)st shot at time, t>T 
B fired his 1st shot at time t=T 
-The time between B's 1st shot and A's {j+l)st shot was 
tA,j+l - tBl = aj - T (II-4) 
If T represented the period in seconds of the firing sequence 
then the difference in time between the shot fired by ~ at 
time tA,j+l + nT and the shot fired by B at time 
tBl + nT , n=l,2, ••• , equaled the time interval of Eq. II-4. 
This was proven by the following method: 
>-. = A and = 
integers since a and b were assumed to be rational numbers • 
Let L lowest common multiple (L.C.M.) of a2 and b2 
L = L.C.M. (a2,b2) 
Then L and L \·;ere both integers. 
a2 s; 
LAA L = a1<a-> 
2 
LAB L = bl <s:-> 
2 
Let L* = L.C.M. (LAA' LAB) 
Then T = ~~A~: {seconds) was the period of ,the firing 
sequence. AA A, then, fired T {60) = i shots in T seconds and a 
AB 










Let nA = number of the shot A fired at time 
tA, j+l + nt and nB = number of the shot B firc::d at tim·~ 
tB1tnT • 
n- = A 
AA j + 1 + {n-r <Go>} 
AB 




= ---2 - T =a. - T 
>.A J 
= 
In a cycle then the total number of shots fired, N, was rep-
A A AA L* resented by N = t(~) + t(~) but tCro> = LA; and 
AB L* so that N L* cl + i > T (6"lf}. =~~ = L • x;- x;: 
If N* represented the maximtim number of matrices per cycle, 
then, 
r 
N, ct; of type PA 1 LiA o~ type B) if there 
was :o simultaneous firing 
L* L* N-1, ((LX°B-1) of type PA' (LX~ - 1) of type PB 




-- - ,__ - " ---..... ---
__ .__, _ 
The state of the duel after n transition cycles (instead 
of m trans.i.tions), then, was written as: 
= 
It was "still necessary to determine if P.+. for i = 1,2,•••,m 
J l. 
was a PA,PB' or PAB matrix. This was determined as follows: 
In the first of the n cycles A fired: his (j+l)st, (j+2)nd, 
••• ,(j + L~*)th shots while B fired his 1st, 2nd, ••• , 
. B 
c~: )th shots and the time that each of these shots occurred 
A 
was determined from Eqs. II-1 and II-2. 
After ordering the matrices in the cycle let P* = product 
of these m matrices (m·-1 if there were simultaneous firings in 
the sequence), i.e., P* = (Pj+l.pj+2• ••• •Pj+m>. 
A*= P0 •PAj. But since 
Also let 
qA PA 0 0 j (i ~ i-11 q~ PAi=l qA 0 0 
PA = 0 1 
0 0 
0 0 




= p .p j 
o A 
then -p = A*P*n j+n 
then 









1 0 0 
0 l 0 
0 0 1 
0 I O) 
For·the solution to the duel, the· ingividual terms of Pj+n 
were de t:.ermined. 














0 1 0 0 
P* = 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
then 
p 2 
1 P2 (l+pl) P3(l+pl) p 4 (l+pl) 
P*2 
0 l 0 0 
= 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
P13 (P?. (l+p1+P12>) [P3 (l+pl+pl 2>J (P4 (l+pl+pl 2~ 
P*3 
0 l 0 0 
= 
0 a 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
P n ( n · iJ[ n · iJ c n · iJ P2.l P11 - P3,l P11 - P4,l P11 -1 i=l i=l i=l 
P*n 
0 1 0 0 
= 
0 0 1 0 
0 .,Q 0 1 
It was apparent that the 2nd, 3rd ~nd 4th terms of the first 
row of P*n were geometric summa~ions and were expressed as: 
n 1-pln 1-p n { :ln 1-pl 1 ) P2[l-pl] P3[I-p 1 P4 [1-pl] l 1 0 0 






. -- -----..... ---- ~- --
Hence Pj+n was expressed as the following: 










P3[!-pl 1 A = 
Since the objective of this analysis was the determination 
of the systemsi survival probabilities as the number of 
tra~sition cycles, n, got large, the results were presented 
in the form of Table I. As a quick check, it was easily 
seen that that the sum of the state probabilities in the 
limit. as n~~ was: 
= 
= = 1, as it should. Using the sim-
plified notation where A* = (a1, a2 , a 3, a 4> then Table II 
was derived from Table I. 
18 
I 
Pr (A alive; 
B '!J.iv<:) 
Pr (A d:...ad; 
B ~live) 
Pr {A dead; 
B dead) 
Pr (A alive1 
B alive) 
Pr (A alive; 
B dead) 
Pr (A dead; 
B alive 
Pr (A dead; 
B deag) 
TABLE I 
DUEL STATE PROBABILITIES 





























al ~2 «1P1 P2 
a2 + r-o:- - 1-pl «2 + 1-pl -pl 
«1P3 a P n 1 1 .. P3 al P3 
1-pl - 1-pl 1-pl 
a1P4 
n 
alpl P4 ai ~4 
~-p; - 1-p, 1-p, 












B. EQUIVALENCE TO PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED ANALYSIS 
The MARKOV analysis of the Stochastic Duel involving 
fixed firing rates was shown to ho~d for the model developed 
by Schoderbeck and outlined in Section I •. In this model, the 
times between firings, a and b, were assumed to be equal and 
the time advantage of combatant A was a.ssumed to be lE?ss th:in 
a. 
Given: a = b, T<a P0 = (1, 9, O, 0) 
Then, ii.A = AB and there was no possibility of a simultaneous 
firing at any time as the duel proceeded. 
qA PA 0 0 qB 0 PB 0 
0 l 0 0 0 1 0 0 
p A::::. PB = 
o· '0 1 0 () 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
j = [~ + 11 = 1 (since O<T<a) 
-* Po•?A (qA' o, O) A = = PA' 
L = L.C.M. (a2' b2) = a2 
L* = L.C.M. (LAA' ~AB) = LA A 
N L* cL + L> 2L* c.L> 2LAA 2 = = 









-\..-.&. by 'D 
LAA LAA -
.L ;>UVt.. ,.... 
B £ired 1st shot at time tB,1 = T 
A fired 2nd shot at time tA,2 = a 
20 
'· 
Since T<a, cycle was of form DA, so P* was just the product 
of the two matrices, PA•PB. 
qB 0 PB 0 qA PA 0 0 gAqB pl\qB Pn Q\ 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
P* = = 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 r) 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 6 0 1 0 0 0 1 
and 
1-(qAqB)n n n 1- (ql\ qB) 0 (qAqB) pAqB[l-o q ] pB[l-q q ] 
:LAB AB 
P*n 
0 1 0 0 
= 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 / 
The results we+e best summarized in Table III. Checking tha 
result obtained by this analysis and that developed iri Sec-
tion II, it was seen that the two methods ·wer~ equiv~lent. 
But this was not unexpected, as the MARKOV chain analysis 
was basically the .conditional prob~bility analysis- in matrix 
notation. 
Analog6usly the MARKOV analysis was shown· to yield equiv-
alent re·sults of th~ l~NCK~R-WIJ:.,JJIAMS model also summarized 
in Section I, as was expected. The clearest way to illus-
trate this equivalence was by example, since the firing rates 
were not s·pecified in the ANCKER-WILLIAMS model, and examples 











DUEL STATE PROBABILITIES 
After n Transition Cycles as n + oo 
Pr (A alive, B alive) 0 
~· A 
l-qAqB Pr (A a1i v·~, B dead) 
qApB 
l- qAqB Pr ~A dead, B aliv~) 
:Pr (A dead, B dead) 0 0 
C. EXAMPLES 
In this section three examples are presented illustrati~g 
the use of the MARKOV analysis. The first two examples em-
ployed no time advantage for combatant A to show equivalence 
of this analysis to that developed by Ancker and W~lliams. 
The other example illustrated the type of duel tha~ was able 
to be analyzed by the MARKOV method but not by eithe~ of the 
methods developed by Schoderbeck or Ancker ar.3 Williams. 
EXAMPLE 1. PA= .6, PB= .s, AA.= 4 shots per minute 









































Po = (1, o, o, 0) 
AA i = al ;\B = 2 bl = r = b2 a2 
L = L.C.M. (a2 I -b ) = L.C.H. (1, l) = l 2 
LAA = 4, Lf,B = 2 
L* = L.C.M. (LAA' LAB) = L.C.M. ( 4, 2) = 4 
t 60 L* - (60) (4) -= L}\AAB - 11> '( 4) c2r - 30 sec. 
In 30 seconds A fired >.A {30) (4) 2 shots t (60) :: = 60 
and B fired AB (30) (2) l shot T (60) = = 60 
j = l] = 0 
N-1 = 4 2 30(60 + 60) -1 = 2 
L* 4 The number of PA matrices = (L),B - l) = (l) (2) - 1 = 1 
and the number of PB matrices = (~~ - 1) = (l)f4) - 1 = 0 
A 
and there was one PAB matrix i~ the cycle. 
Then, 
* 
A = Po•PAj = po.pAo = (1, o, o, O) = (al, «2, a3, a4) 
P* = pA.pAB = .4 • 6 0 0 .2 • 3 • 2 .3 • 0 8 .72 .08 .12 
0 1 0 0 -o 1 0 0 
-
0 1 0 0 
.. 
0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 ) 
J \ 0 0 0 1/ \ 0 0 0 1/ -\o 0 0 1 /' 
pj + n = p ::: !;" •P*n n 0 




Pr (A alive; ll dead} 





= 0 + (1) (. 72) = • 78 
·1-(.00) 
Ancker and Williams method yielded the following result: 
Pr (l\ alive, B dead) 
a = ~- = 6 ~ = 15 
A 
60 60 
b = AB = 2 = 30 
a = 15 = 1 = a 
b 30 2 ~ 
Pr (A alive; B dead) { <· 6 ~ ---,...} [(.4)0'(.5)0 
1-(.4) (.5).L 
+ (.4)1(.5)1] = .78 
EXAMPLE 2: PA = .2, PB = .8, AA = 5 shots per 
minute, 
AB = 2 shots per minute, T = 0 
.8 .2 0 0 .2 0 .8 0 .16 .04 .64 
0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 1 0 
p = p = PAB = A 0 0 1 0 B 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 Q l 0 0 0 
p 





= r = = r = 52 a2 
L = L.C.M. (l, l) = 1, LAA = 5, LAB= 2 
L* = L.C.M. cs. 2-) = 10 
60 L* 
= 
( 6 0) ( 10) 








In 60 seconds A fired AA 5 
·r(60) = 60 (60} = 5 shots, and 
:B fired AB T <60> = 60 (6~} = 2 shots 
j = r!. + 1) = 0 a 
N-1 = AA AB 5 /. T (60 + 60} - 1 = 60 (60 + 6tJ·) -l = 6 
The number of PA matrices in a fir:ing cycle = r .. * (L>. - l.) 
B 
10 
= '(l} (2) - 1 = 4 1 and 
the number of PB matrices = L* 1) LAA - = 
10 
<11) (5) - l}· 
and there was one PAB matrix. 
Then, 
and after doing this multiplication of matrices, 
P* = 
.013 .410 .564 .013 1· 









.and as n ~ ®i using results from Table II. 





(l} ( .410) 0 + 1-.613 
Ancker and Williams method yielded: 







EXAivlPLE 3: p = • B' PB = .s, A = 4 shots per minute, A A 
AB = 
.. ~:t:iots ,J per minute, T = 15 sec:onds. 
.2 .8 0 0 .s 0 r •• > 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
PA = PB = PAD 
0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 
0 0 0 1 'Q, 0 0 1 
Po = (1, o, o, 0) 
AA 
4 al AB 3 
bl 
= r = = r = -. -a2 ,02 
L = L.C.M. (1, 1) = 1, LA = 4, L)..B A 
L* = L.C.M. (4, 3) = 12 
60 L* ( 60) ( 12) 
= 6·u ·seconds '[ = = (1) (4) (3) L)..A).B 
In 60 seconds £ired 
AA 60 4 A '[ (60) = (60) = 
B fired 
AB 60 3 '[ (bO) = (60) = 
j = c!+11 = [ 15 +l] = 1 a I5 
N-1 = = 4+3-1=6 
The number of PA ~atrices in a firing cycle 
'12 
= ( l) ( 3) - 1 











(~ - 1) = 12 (1) (4) - 1 = 2 
A 
and there was one PAB matrix. Then, 
A* = 
P* = 
p •P j 








This matrix multiplication yielded: 
.0002 • 4888 .1110 .4000 
0 1 0 0 
P* = 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
and as n + (.10, again results were taken from Table II. 
Pr (A alive, B dead) a2 + 
alp2 
= :1-pl 
= .s + 
(.2) ( .4888) 
1-.0002 = • 8980 
D. CIIARACTERIS'l'ICS OF THIS MODEt.r 
The MARKOV chain ~nalysis of the Stochastic Duel was or.ly 
another form of the conditional probabi£ity models, presented 
in Section I. However, the Markov chain model enabled the 
analyst to consider duels where one side had a positi'\rc 
time advantage with no restrictions on the length of th~ 
time advantage. The model developed here allowed the anal-
ysis of duels involving different but fixed rates of fire by 
the two combatants. 
In contrast, Schoderbeck's model of the fixed firing rate 
duel was restricted to a time advantage less than the time 
period between two rounds from·one combatant and further 
restricted to the ca~~ where e~ch combatant had the same 
firing rate. Ancker ,..~i1d Williams' development of the fixed 
firing rate duel was restricted to the case where neithe~ 
combatant had a. time adNantage and both started firing simul-
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outcome prc>babilities in the limiting case after an infinite 
number of c:?xchangcs. The ·Marl\.ov model yielded restil ts for 
the limiting case and the case after a finite number of 
transit~on cy9les, hence a finite number of rounds. 
An.other· feature of this model was the ease in which it 
could be computer programmed. Analysts could be interested 
in the duel outcome probabilities if either or both combat-
ants had limited ammunition. For given firing rates the 
number of transition cycles before one combatant's ammuni-
tion was exhausted could be computed. Then Pr (A alive1 
B dead) could be determined at that: point. 
Possible extensions of this analysis alor,g with uses of 







III. TWO VERSUS ONE DUEL -F'IXED HA.'.rES OF F!RE 
A. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODI::L 
In the model combatant A dueled with two other combat-
ants, B and c. The same assumptions as in the one-on-one 
duel held, but here A was assumed i:o have two weapon system:; 
and fired at B with one and at c with the other. 
Single shot kill probabilities, then were: 
PAB = Pr (A killed B) (on one shot at B) 
PAC = Pr (A killed C) 
PBA = Pr (B killed A) 
PcA = Pr (C killed A} 
PBc = Pr (B killed C) = 0 
PcB = Pr (C killed B) = 0 
Firing rates were: 
AAB = rate of A's fire at B (shots per minute) 
AAC - rate of A's fire at c ( II II II' ) 
A Bk = rate of B's fire at A II II II ) 
ACA = rate of C's fire at A ii II II ) 
At any time in the process, then, the duel was in one of 
eight possible states: 
STATE 1: A alive; B alive; C alive 
STATE 2: A alive; B alive; C dead 
STATE 3: A alive; B dead; c aliw~ 
STATE 4: A alive; B dead; c dead 
STATE 5: A dead; B alive; c alive 
STATE 6: A dead; B alive; c dead 
STATE 7: A dead; B dead; <; alive 
STATE 8: A dead; B dead; c dead 
29 
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Transition matrices associated with the fifteen possible 
occurrences that could cause a transition from one state to 
another are presnnted below: 
CM3F 1: A fired at B 
qAB 0 PAB 0 0 0 0 0 
0 qAB 0 PAB 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
PAB = 0 0 0 0 ·1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Q: l 
CASE 2: A fired at c 
qAC PAC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 qAC PAC 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 
PAC = 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
' 
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· CASE 3: B fired at A 
qBA 0 0 0 PBA 0 0 0 
0 qDA 0 0 0 PBA 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
PBA = 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CASE 4: c fired at A 
qCA 0 0 0 PcA 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 qCA 0 0 0 PcA 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
PCA = 
0 o· 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 ,Q 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CASE 5: A fired at B; B fired at A 
~AB qD~ O [P.AB qB,:i O (qAB. PBA] O [PAB PnAl 0 ~ 
0 fqAB qB~ 0 (PAB qB~ 0 f?AB PBaj O rAB PBA 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
PAB.·BA = 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
-1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
j 




CASE 6: A fired at B; C fired at A 
(qAB qcA1 O (_PAB qCl~ 0 [qAB Pcaj 0 frAB Pcaj 0 
0 qAB 0 PAB 0 0 0 0 
0 0 qCA 0 0 0 PcA 0 
PAB·CA = 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CASE 7: A fired at C; B fired at A 
~AC qBaj (PAC qBaj 0 0 ~AC PB~, frAc PB~ O 0 
0 qBA 0 0 0 PBA 0 0 
~ 0 0 
. 
qAC PAC 0 0 0 0 
PAC·BA = 
D 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 Q 0 0 0 l, 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CASE 8: A fired at C; c fired at A 
qACqC~~ACqcA} 0 0 [qAcPc,:\(PAcPcA1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ~ACqC~ (P.AcqcA] 0 0 ~AcPcaj&AcPcA1 
PAC•.CA = 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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CASE 9: A fired at B; A firc;·d at C I 
l (qAB qAc) (qAB PAc) 0-)AB qP.~ [PAB , \_ PAg 0 0, 0 0 I I 
>; 0 qAB 0 PA13 0 0 0 0 - i 
0 d qAC: PAC 0 0 0 0 
PAB•AC 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
= 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
;:; 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 _; . 
~ 
0 0 0 0 0 
I 
0 0 1 ! 
CASE 10: B £ired at A; c f ircd at A 
,J (qBA qcaj O 0 0 0 EPnA.gCA+qBAPcA+pBAPcAij 0 0 ,•' 
0 qBA O 0 0 PnA 0 0 
0 0 qCA O 0 0 PcA 0 
) 
'.i 
PBA•CA = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 .o 0 0 0 l 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
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CASE 11: A £ired at B; A fired at C; B fired at A 
ABqACqBaj~ABPAcqB;\~ABqACqB;j\!'ABPAcqBaj~ABqACPB~€iABPAcPB;j~ABqACPBajWABPAcPB.J 


























0 [gABPBA1 0 lPABPEm1· 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 









CASE 12: I: A fired at B; A fired at C; c fired at A 
·\ 
p = AB.AC.CA 
~~1.cqci;l ~ABPAcqciiJ~ABqAcqcajf ABPAcqcil(qABqACPci}ftABPAcPc~fPABq AcP Cl;,\lPABPAcPci3\ 
0 qAB 0 · PA3 0 0 O 0 \ 
I) 0 f!Acqcil l!_>Ac<IcAJ O. 0 rqAcPcA) ~AcPcJ I 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
I) 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 Q 0 0 0 
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CASE 13: A fired at B; B fired at A; C fired at A 
PAE.BA.CA= 


























rqAB (pBAqC?/ l (j ( PAB (pBAqCA+ 1 O \ 
l qBAPCA+pBAPcAU lqBAPCA+pBAPcA>j \ 
0 (qABpBA1 ° ~ABPBaj I I 0 0 PcA 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 ·c 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 O· 0 1 
11 
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CASE 14: ·A fired at C; B fired at A; C fired at A f ACqBA CJc~ h,.c<!BA qc:Al 0 0 (qAC(pBAqCA+ ~~AC(pBAqCA+ ~ 0 0 
qBAPcA+pBAPcA>lqBAPcA+pBAPcA> 
0 qBA 0 0 0 PBA 0 0 
,, 
0 0 (qAcqc~(PAcqc.;i 0 ·O ~AcPci:}\.i'AcPcA) 
I 
0 0 0 l' 0 0 0 0 
I w PAC.BA.CA =\ 0 0 -...J 0 0 0 1 0 0 I . O', ,'<) 0 0 0 1 0 0 
l 
\ 0 o· 'O 0 0 0 1 0 J ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l ~ 
. ~ .~.- _ ___..._~----~~L~-1·- .. ·~-~~_......__...,_ ........... -.11;i r,;, i..i. 4t -. ... ... *'& h •= .... rt ,; • ,._;;.....,,~- ...._. ---" - - .~-'- --~------ ...... -------
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CASE 1!5: A fired at B; A fired at C; B fired at A; C fired at A 
tqABqAC~ rqABpACJ tABqACJ eABPAcJrABqAC X ~ PABPAc X \ qABPAC X pABqAC X 
qBAqCA) qBAqCA) qBAqCA) qBAqCA) (qBAPCA+ (qBAPCA~ (qBAPCA+ (qBAPCA+ 
\ PBAqCA + PBAqCA+ ,PBAqCA+ PBAqCA + PBAPCA) PBAPCA) PBAPCA) PBAPCA) 
• . 
.l 0 (qABqB_J 0 '(pABqB~ 0 (qABPBAl 0 [PABPBA1 
PAB.AC., ., I "' 0 0 (qACqC~ ~AcqcJ 0 0 @AcPcA1 ff>AcPcAJ ' . w BA.CA = I co 
0 ·o 0 1 0 0 0 0 
11 \ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I 
f 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 I 1 
1 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 O· 0 1 
. 
f, 
_ , -~-•c _ ,, 0 ·g $ . $$ 'l !! sit 0 , ' f 7 '77 f?771:R'WYEzr 'SP 
r 
! 
In this model the initial state'vector was: 
,p 
0 
= Cl, o , o , o , o , o , o , o.) 
It was further assumed here that A had time advantages 
. 
over both combatants B and C and that these time advantages 
were equal. In order to proceed with the analysis, it was 
then necessary to compute the number of times A fired at each 
of the other combatants. 
Let T = time advantage A had over B and C (in seconds). 
Then, the number of times A fired at B in the inte,rval ·[O / T] 
was determined as follows: 
Set tAB, jB = or 
6
..Q_( j~ -1) = T x ., 
AB 
* AAB'l1 jll = 60 + 1 
Then, jB = [jB*] represented the number of times A fired at 
Bin the interval (0, T], where [•]was as defined in Section 
II. Likewise jC = [jC*]=[At~T + l] represented the number 
of times A fired at C in the interval [O,T]. 
Sinqe by the nature of the matrices PAB and PAC' roulti-
plication of these two matrices in any order was commutative 
'B 'C 
so that A* = P • P J • P J • Performing this matrix 
o AB AC · 





.. , f jB . i] 
qAB 
J.O 0 PABi~:l qAB i.- 0 0 0 0 0 
0 qAB 
jB 
0 [PAB. iB qABi-~ 0 0 0 0 
i=l 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
'B 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
PAB J = 
0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 • 
Lik~wise the form of PAC 
jC 
was: 
jC ( jC . 11 
qAC PAC. t qAC i- 0 0 0 0 9 0 1=1 
0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
jC ( jC . j 0 0 qAC PAC _l qAC i- O 0 0 0 
·c i=l 
PAC J = 
- 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 :L 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
f 






f I . 
1 
'~-.....,.... --- -





·c J = 0 0 qAC 
jC 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 





It followed from the derivation in Section II that the 
firing sequence in the two-versus-one duel was also periodic. 
The combination of the fifteen possible transition matrices 
depended on the firing sequence, whic;h was again dependent 
011 >.AB, >.AC, ).BA, >.CA, ancl. T. In any case the form of P*, 
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The probability that the duel was in any one of the eigrt 
poss~ble states after n transition cycles was taken from: 
Pj+n 
= (Pr (STATE 1) , Pr (S'rATE 2) , • • ·, Pr (S'£ATE £:)) 
and the results of this multipllcation is presented in Table 
IV. 
Then, utilizing the notation fer K*, i.e. 
the state probabilities of the duel \vere computed as the 
number of· transition cycles got very large (n->- oo ) • Table V 










Pr (STh'l'E 1) 
Pr (S'rATE 2) 
Pr (S'l'l~TE 3) 
l?r (S'l'ATE 4) 
'l'ABLE IV 
DUEL S'l'ATE PRO DAB I LITIES 
After n Transition Cycles 
n-1 ~ i J-1 
+ P13 P34,l .l P11 P33- ] 
J=O i=O 
jB jC i-1 n i-1 












Pr (S'l'ATE 6) 
Pr (STl\TE 7) 
Pr (STATE 8) 
After n Transition Cycles 
. n . J 
'B JC \' J.-. 
q J q.:<\.C • [pl.6. _L 1P11 AB • J.·-
n-2 ~ i j-i 
+ P12P2Gj~O i~OP11 P22 ) 
jB jC i-1 n i-1 
+ ~AC qAB P26iI1qAC . -iI] P22 
jC jB i-1 n i-1 















DUEL S~7i.TE PROBABIIITIES 
State 
Probabil.iti.~s As n + o;i 
Pr (STATE 1) -- 0 -
Pr ( S'l'A'l'E 2) 0 
Pr (STA'rE 3) 0 
Pr ( S'l'A'l'E 4) alpl4 et1P12P24P1z_* ct1P13P34P13 
* 
l-pll + 






+ l··p l-P33 a 4 22 
<X1P15 
I-pl 1 
Pr ( STA'l'E 5) 
al P16 a.1P12P26P12 * cx2p26 
l-pll + - ( l-P12·*') ;r-
+ 1-~ -·~ 22 ::-
al pl 7 a.1P13P37P13 * ~3P37 
l-Pf1 + (1-p *)2 + l-P33 13 
Pr (STATE 7) 
Er ( STA'l'E 8) a.lpl8 a1P12P2aP12 
* CX1P13P3gP13 \~ 






Where p12* = max(p11 , p22 ) and p13* = max(p11 ~ p 33) 
To see how the sununations of the form 
and 










Let PAB = • 8, PAC = . s, PBA = . 6' PcA = .5 
>.AB = 4 shots per minute, /..l\C ..: 2 shots per minute 
/.. = BA 3 shots per minute, /..CA ..: 2 shots per minute 
and T = 15 sec. The firing sequence is illustrat0d in Fig. 
3. 
A at B 
A at C 
B at A 







15 15 15 15 15 















'l' ->- 30 
x 
Pigure 3. 
(1, o, o, o, O, 
AABT 
l] [60+ = 
AACT 
l] [60 + = 
Po p jB p jC AB AC 








O, o, O) 
= 1 
[ ( 2) ( 15) + 11 = 1 
60 
= Po•PAB PAC 
.64, o, O, o, O) 
P2+1°?2+2"•••P2+6 













.000001 .000045 .003896 ,171393 .161062 .004147 .659456 0 
0 .000102 0 ,388861 0 .131037 0 • 4 8 
0 0 • 01 .44 0 0 .55 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
J'!*= 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Thus, at end of duel (as n-+cn) 
Pr (A alive; B dead; C dead} = Pr (STATE 4) 
<.x1P14 a1P12P24P12 * <.x1P13P34P13 * et.2P24 Cl3P34 
= --+ (1-p *}2 
+ -2-+ l-p22 + l-P33 + Ci.4 l-P11 ( 1-p *} 
12 13 
whera P12 * = max (pll' P22> = .000102 and 
P13 * = max (pll' P33} -- .01 







IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl-1.MENDM'IO~rn 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
The development in this thesis of the fixed firing rate 
Stochastic duel was presented to serve as an analytical 
tool in evaluating present or proposed weapon systems. The 
use of Markov chains in the model mrnbled the analysis of 
more complex but also more realis t.:.c weapon system engage-
ments than other models previously developed. 'rhc state 
probabilities of the model in the limit as the nuJllber of 
transition cycles increased were functions only of single 
shot kill probabilities and hence easily computable and co~­
puter progranunable. By. computer programming this model, 
parametric studies of firing rates 1 single shot kill prob-
abilities and time advantage could be performed. Also, if 
the number of transition cycles was fixed as a function of 
one combatant's limited anununition supply, then state prob·· 
abilities can be determined for the duel where ammunition is 
limited. 
The two-versus-one duel evolved utilizing the same tech·-
nique as the fundamental duel analysis. Results were more 
complex, however state probabilities still depended solely 
on kill probabilities and time advantage. It was thought 
that the two-versus-·one duel would be extremely difficult to 
develop as a conditional probability model, even without con-





Stochastic .c1u-e·rs· invo·lvimj comhata11"t.s with flxed £a:tes·-- -
of fire can be of considerable importance in the evaluatioi 
of weapon ~;ystems, Using models developed by C, J, 1.ncker 
and others, the fb:ed rate of fire duel can be compared to 
the duel where time between firing is q. random variabl~. 
Analysis of the r~mdom firing rate and fixed firing rate 
models could yield tha optimal firing doctrine for given ~ 
parameters. To do this, the mean values of the random fir-
ing rates should be set equal to tte fixed fi~ing rates in 
the Markov chain model. 
B. RECOMMENDA'l'IONS 
Further analysis into the fixed rate of fire stochastic 
duel can consider the following areas: 
1. Analysis of the duel considering properties inherent 
to discrete parameter Markov chainn found in Parzen [Ref. 4) 
and specifically investigating such properties as: 
a. First passage probabilities and first passage 
times. 
b. Absorption probabilities and mean absorption 
times. 
c. Stationary distributions. 
d. Limiting occupation times. 
2. Analysis of the two-versus-one duel where the time 
advantage combatant A has over B and that which A has over 
C are unequal. 
3. The distribution of rounds fired in a stochastic duel 
utilizing techniques of c. J, Ancker, Jr., and A. v. Gafarian 





SOME CONVI'.RGI.:NCi~ PHOO!,S 
·------
A-I. lirnl n p i-1 n-i p = O; n·>-00 i=l 11 kk 1 
PROOF: Let p 11 ~ pkk and s1.lbsti tutc: p11 for pkk in 
the expression above. '.Phis yields: 
n lim ~ n-1 
n->ro l P11 i=l = 
lim n-1 
n P11 n·>-tO 
Applying I,' Hospital 1 s rule: 
lim n 
n·>-00 (-. -n+l> 
P11 
= lim [--- 1 ) 
n-+ro - p - n+l 
11 ln P1 l 
A-II. lim n~2 ~ i j-i 
n-+00 '· • }. p 11 pkk j=O J.=0 = 
k = 2, 3; P11' pkk < 1 
where Pik* = 
= 0 
PROOF: Substitute plk*'for pll and pkk in above 
expression. This yields: 
lim n~Z j *j 
n-+oo l ). Plk j=O i=O = 
lim n-2 · ~ j p *J 








.l i.m n-2 d (p *j) 
= P1k. * I er-* n+ro j=O P1k lk 
lim d n-2 *j 
= P1k * l P1k n->-ro dplk* j=O 
1_ *n-1 




n-2 n-1 (l-plk*) ( ... (n-l)plk* ]-(l-plk* } (-l) 
[ ~ 
(1 - p *}2 
. lk 
= 
P * p * lim { lk + lk n-1 l(n-2)p * ) 
n+oo (l-P1k*)2 (1-p *)2 lk lk 
p * lk [ (n-1) plk *n-2]} 
(1-p *)2 lk 
(A-II-1) 
but the second and third terms of Eq. A-II-1 went to zer10 in 
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advantages of the Markov chain approach in analysis of discrRte 
process stochastic duels. The analysis was then extended to the two 
versus one duel where the three weapon systems were assumed to have 1 
fixed rates of fire. i 
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